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Northern States Power Company 

414 Nicollet Mall 
Minneapolis. Minnesota 55401 

May 29, 1984 Telephone (612) 330-5500 

Director 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555 

MONTICELLO NUCLEAR GENERATING PLANT 
Docket No. 50-263 License No. DPR-22 

License Amendment Request dated May 29, 1984 
RHR Intertie Line Addition 

Attached are three originals and 37 conformed copies of a request for a 
change in the Technical Specifications, Appendix A, of Operating License 
DPR-22. Also attached is one copy of the license amendment class determination 
and two checks totaling $5,200 for the amendment fee.  

The License Amendment Request adds Limiting Conditions for Operation 
and Surveillance requirements for a new RHR intertie line being added 
during the current outage. This is a design enhancement intended to 
minimize the potential for water hammer in the recirculation system.  
This new line will remain valved out of service above cold shutdown until 
NRC review and approval of the proposed Technical Specification changes is 
complete.  

The License Amendment Request also revises the Technical Specifications to 
reflect the removal of the recirculation loop cross tie line. Because 
of ECCS break area considerations, use of this line was prohibited by 
the Technical Specifications. The requested changes delete restrictions 
related to this line and are therefore administrative in nature.  

Exhibit A contains the proposed changes, reasons for change, and significant 
hazards evaluations. Exhibit B contains revised Technical Specification 
pages showing the proposed changes. Exhibit C contains a safety evaluation 
prepared by the General Electric Company in support of the RHR intertie 
line modification.  

David Musolf 
Manager - Nuclear Suppor Services 

DMM/bd 

c: Regional Administrator - III, NRC 

NRR Project Manager, NRC 
Resident Inspector, NRC 
G Charnoff 1 p 
MPCA 

Attn: J W Ferman 
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DISCLAIMER OF RESPONSIBILITY 

Neither the General Electric Company nor any of the contributors to this 

document makes any warranty or representation (express or implied) with 

respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the information 

contained in this document or that the use of such information may not 

infringe privately owned rights; nor do they assume any responsibility 

for liability or damage of any kind which may result from the use of any 

of the information contained in this document.
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SAFETY ANALYSIS OF THE RHR INTERTIE LINE, 

MONTICELLO NUCLEAR GENERATING PLANT 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

A proposed modification to the Monticello Nuclear Generating Plant 

(MNGP) is to add a pipe (4 inch nominal pipe size (NPS)) which would 

connect the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) discharge lines to the RHR 

shutdown cooling line. The RHR shutdown cooling line connects to 

the recirculation loops (See Figure 1). This new 4 inch NPS line, 

along with associated valves, is called the RHR intertie line.  

The valves on the intertie line would be normally closed during 

power operation. However, if the valves were open during a Loss of 

Coolant Accident (LOCA), the intertie line would provide a flow path 

between the two recirculation loops and thus could affect the 

maximum flow area of a postulated design basis LOCA.  

In order to assure that no safety question could exist as a result 

of the proposed change to the RHR piping, analyses were performed to 

ensure that the proposed change would not affect Emergency Core 

Cooling System (ECCS) performance and containment response.  

2.0 ECCS ANALYSIS 

2.1 Background 

For LOCA analyses, the peak cladding temperature (PCT) is the 

primary measure of ECCS performance. The PCT for a BWR during a 

LOCA is generally governed by the time the core is uncovered. In 

large LOCAs, however, some core heat up can occur due to early 

boiling transition (i.e. the transition from nucleate to film 

boiling). The potential for early boiling transition is a function 

of the initial core power and flow conditions.
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To account for potential early boiling transition during a LOCA with 

reduced initial core flow, the current Monticello technical specifi

cations include a set of Maximum Average Planar Linear Heat Generation 

Rate (MAPLHGR) multipliers. These MAPLHGR multipliers are a function 

of reduced core flow, and prevent the PCT limit (2200'F for Monticello) 

from being exceeded during a LOCA.  

The current Monticello multipliers are based on analyses for a 

similar BWR 3 plant. However, there are 2 differences between 

Monticello and the analysis plant: rated core flow is higher and 

the Design Basis Accident (DBA) break size is smaller for Monticello 

when compared to the analysis plant. These two differences result 

in a conservative set of MAPLHGR multipliers for Monticello. These 

analyses are documented in References 1 and 2, and NRC acceptance 

for the analyses is given in Reference 3.  

2.2 Analysis of ECCS Performance 

The proposed intertie may have two effects on ECCS performance: 

1. A potential increase in the DBA break size could change the 

core uncovery and recovery time during a postulated LOCA.  

2. An additional flow path between the broken and unbroken 

recirculation loops during a postulated LOCA may change core 

flow and cause early boiling transition.  

The valves which isolate the intertie line (A and B in Figure 1) 

automatically close on a LOCA.signal, but are conservatively assumed 

to remain open for the analyses which follow.  

2.2.1 Effect of Intertie on DBA Break Size 

Since the intertie valves are assumed to remain open, the effect of 

the proposed intertie on the DBA break size requires re-evaluation 

with the NRC approved ECCS evaluation models using an increased
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break area. The intertie is a four inch line with a flow area of 

0.08 ft.2 If this flow area is added to the former maximum flow 
2 

area, the new 100% DBA break size becomes 4.09 ft. The addition of 

the intertie flow area increases the maximum flow area by about 2%.  

An analysis was performed using the new maximum flow area in the 

ECCS evaluation models. The results of the analysis are shown in 

comparison with the previous reload results in Table 1. The differ

ence in the time of core uncovery is less than one second.  

The limiting break size from the most recent analysis (Reference 4) 

is the 34% DBA break size (1.36 ft ) which would have the same 

uncovery and recovery time with or without the intertie.  

2.2.2 Effect of Additional Flow Path on Core Flow and Time to Boiling 

Transition 

The postulated open intertie line flow path has the potential of 

splitting off some recirculation drive flow from the unbroken 

recirculation loop if a LOCA occurs in the opposite loop. The 

effect of the additional flow path on core flow requires analyses 

similar to the reduced core flow analyses performed in References 1 

and 2. The primary effect of an additional flow path is to reduce 

core flow during the early portion of apostulated DBA, resulting in 

more rapid core heat-up due to early boiling transition.  

A set of MAPLHGR multipliers to take into account the effects of 

early boiling transition were developed for a representative BWR 3 

plant similar to Monticello. Since the representative pla.it has a 

100% DBA break size of 4.34 ft2 (8% larger than Monticello) and has 

a lower rated core flow, the MAPLHGR multipliers are conservative 

and bounding for Monticello.
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These current multipliers are shown in Figure 2. There are two 

reductions in the MAPLHGR multiplier at 90 and 70% rated core flow, 

respectively. A reduction in the core flow would have an effect on 

the range of the MAPLHGR multipliers as indicated by A 1 and A2 in 

Figure 2.  

The magnitudes of both 1 and A2 are governed by the minimum flow 

area in the path between the unbroken and broken recirculation 

loops. Various minimum flow areas or flow area reductions were 

evaluated, assuming that the reduction occurred between valve B and 

location D in Figure 1. The bounding results for the different A's 

are given in Table 2. For example, with no flow reducer (i.e. for a 

full NPS 4 inch line), the A1 and A2 increase by 9 and 13%, respectively.  

3.0 CONTAINMENT ANALYSIS 

3.1 Background 

The DBA break size will determine the rate of energy release (break 

flow) to the containment during a postulated LOCA. An increase in 

DBA break size of 0.08 ft2 due to the intertie line could thus 

affect the peak drywell pressure and temperature.  

3.2 Analysis of Peak Containment Pressure and Temperature 

The effect of increased DBA break size on peak containment pressure 

and temperature was analyzed. The models and initial conditions 

assumed in the analysis are consistent with those previously estab

lished in the plant unique load definition report (Reference 5), 
2 

except that the OBA break size is increased to 4.09 ft , compared to 
2 the current licensing basis of 4.01 ft 

The results of the analysis are given in Table 3 and are shown in 

Figures 3 and 4. Following the rupture of the recirculation line, 

subcooled liquid will be discharged to the drywell causing pressuri

zation. The peak drywell pressure and temperature occur during the
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subcested lIqwid bloId&An phase wen mass and eeWrgy release lato 

the drywell is asimi.  

The iacreased CSA break size has the potential of Increasing tM 
sObseed liquid flow through the break md cam esult is slightly 

higher Peak drywell ptsure and temperature, howeer, the higher 

peak veles are both still below design bases (Refereace 5). The 

pml sualt toads on the toru shell and internals increase by less.  
thw 25 due to the Increased drywell pressure. The No intertie 

tie piping will have negligible lapact on the containment loads.  

4.0 WiCLUSICitS 

Analyses were conducted to bound the effect of the RN tenrtie line 

on ECCS performance and peak containment pressure and temperature 

during a postulated LOCA. The RHR intertie was assumed to increase 

the 0A break site by a masimm of 2, to 4.05 ft 2 . The reselts ae 

sumarized as follows: 

2. At full reactor power the effect of the increased break area 

during the blowdown phase of the DBA can be conservatively 

accounted for by epplying a 0.94 MAPLHG multiplier for 

operation between 99 and 83 core flow and 0.91 MPULN 

multiplier for core flow below 83.0= A flow aree reduction 
would result in less restrictive APLHR limits. If a flow 

area reducer is used in the intertie line it Is likely that a 

more detailed analysis wi ll shou that the current MPt.GR 

limsts are adequate.  

2- A 2% increase in the 0IA break area has a negligible effect on 

peak contaireent pressure and temperature and also on core 

uncovery and recovery during a postulated LOCA.
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TABLE 1 

MONTICELLO DBA ANALYSIS WITH THE 

LIMITING SINGLE FAILURE OF THE 

LPCI INJECTION VALVE

Break Size 

Core Uncovery Time 

Time of rated Core 

Spray 

Core Recovery Time

No 

Intertie 

4.01 ft2 

19.74 sec 

31.6 sec

With 

Intertie 

4.09 ft
2 

19.48 sec 

31.37 sec

193.92 sec 193.95 sec
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TABLE 2 

MAPLHGR MULTIPLIER VS. CORE FLOW ADJUSTMENT 

FOR OPEN INTERTIE LINE AT FULL POWER

Area 

of Flow 

Reducer 

(ft2 ) 

.08 

No reducer 

(4 inch I.D.) 

.034 

(Reduce to 

2.5 Inch .D) 

.02 

(Reduced to 

2 inch I.D.)

Flow Through 

Open Intertie 

Line 

(GPM) 

4947

2108

1237

Adjustment 

To Core Flow 

for Applying Multiplier* 

(A1 percent (A2 percent 

of rated) of rated) 

9 13

3.6

2.3

5.4 

4

*See Figure 2: A is adjustment at 90% core flow; a2 is adjustment at 70% 

core flow.
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Break

Peak Drywell 

Pressure (psig) 

Peak Drywell 

Temperature (oF)

No Intertie 

4.01 ft2

41.4

281.

With Intertie 

4.09 ft2

42.3

282
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TABLE 3 

CONTAINMENT ANALYSIS RESULTS
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EXHIBIT C -ADDENDUM 

FROM 0000 '84.05.22 14:w43 

Project: Morticllo 

Response Diprotid To: Kr, 0. H1usalf, Northern statAS Power Company 
)HAnAg~r - NUrlear- $upport Services 

Topicts Residual hcat Removal (Mil) Syqtp'n Tritertie Line 

-subjuct: Responseto Co ito and Issues Concerning the 
RHR Systrnn Intertle Line DC83ZO490 

I Referencs 
(I) 14Ay 15, 1P4: fl. !4uivlf to '-. Leff, "Request for' Additional 

F-ialation R)4R !ntertie Lina Safety Evaluation 
NF,1-3C47, SP Purthase Order 02609249" 

(2) 2ulv 1933: Uneral Electric C,. NSEO V4O793, 
"Nonticcilo Nuclear GCnrAting Plant ;es1dual Heat 
P.R7omal Systeir Irntertie Linre IvaluAtinns' 

I(3) June 1980: Generl Electric Co., NZDO "12'71, 
'"Monticelto Nuclear Generating Plont Slingle Loop 
eperatlon., Ciass I 

(4) April 11;84: Getitrl Electric Co., NEDC 349Z-P.  
'1feerl re1ctrtc 3WR Llotnsnny Report: Average Power 
Range Mnn' top, ;nd RloI~k Moitor and Technical 
Specification Irrprcvemnt (ARTS)% Pritril fur ftnt~cqllo 
Nluclear lenerating '!nt C1mss I 

-(.5) Oct. 19, 1972: eneral Electric Co., 31331IA732 Ri.v, 0, 
'rntIcello V/1bration Measuremerts". CIAA !T 

(6) July 24, 1ISSC-: Reneral Electric (,. 12A~6525 Re'i, OF 
"Si7,ye P lrcul1tor PupOea;W 

(7) fl cmbov 19.83,, Generil Eleftric Co., NEDO-3W.  'Sewl'Pty An~lysts of thle RHR Intartla Line Monticello 
Nuclear Genfratina Pln lant" I 

(8) Feneral Elcctric Service Ifomtlinn etter (SIL) 330
"%lot pump Beam rack3 

';V 
An
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RE5P0NSES TO qUEST!ONS 

1. OUESTION tI0. 1: 

When the Intertie line is open, the smesured recire. drivs 
flow will not be the same as the actual drive flow to the 
jet pumps due to the flow through the intertie. Considering 
this measured vs. actual flow discrepancy, what Is the 
effect on the flow bias scram and rod blocks initiated by 
the APRM's and REM'b? Will we (or how can wc) moot the 
tech, spec. requirements for thwse rud blocks and scranis 
when the intertie is open? 

RESPONSE 

Since the flow bias systems will allow higher snfnty limits 
than should be allowed for the actual drive flow, the rod 
blocks and scram must be adjusted if the tnterte lire is 
opened at high poier (100% rod line).  

The Refrence 2 evaluations show a drive flow veduction for 
two pump operation of 3.7% per loop or 7.4% total (Ref. 2 
PAgraph 4.1.2.1 jy. 29) and a 3.7% reduction for one pumD 
operation (Ref. 2 Thble 3 pg, 3P), For one pump operation, 
9% is divertod with '.3% driving the non orrating loup jet 
pumps which will reduce the jet purimp Nckfow drid Increase 
core flow. Consequently about 4t drive flw pr loop is 
lost when the intertie is open.  

The adjustment for the chagc in the drive flow/core flow 
relationship Is similar to the type of adjuStMent that must 
Lw made for single loop operation (References 3 and 6). !n 
this case, the rdelta W in the equation for correcting the 
rod block equation (Ref. 3 pg. 3-3).is the Change in 
effective drive flow for rated core flow when the intartle 
is open. Since the rod block monitor flow bias trip 
settings will be chenged to a thermal power bias when the 
ARTS (Ref. 4) improvements are implemented, no chianyes to 
the rod block monitor will he needed.  

The intertIc should be opened during shutdown from hot 
standby to a.cold depressurizod condition since the intertie 
is only needed in that period to avoid RHR water hammer and 
sinew uning it at power will bypass drive flow to the 
recirculation pump suution which makes it necessary to 
incriase speed to maintain rated core flow. Since it is not 
net.Rery to adjust the flow bias systems for this low power 
mode of operation, th! Technical Specifications should be 
modified either to limit the themAl power at which the 
intertic may be opened or to identify a power level ahove 
which the flow Mas systems must be adjusted if the intertie 
is opened. Based on an 2% drive flow decrease, the rod 
blocks should be reset If the intertie is opened above 60% 
thermal power.
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QVESTON No. 2: 

tCOn~derfilg the abuvti discrepancey In MUSeasr VS. actual dr1vf flnw to the Jtt pumips, how will the intaerti line affect the tach.,.P'r i equirtd jet purip surveillance test mcasurem1ants Wif1 we comply (or how will we assure coMipltInce) 'WIth the tech. .Appr. crl.if? 

RESPONSE 

Chirrmnt recarnendat~ons for Jtpr uvlIImc.dp~k 

nar~ moe 1f oeral~n(Raf. A), The survcillnce cr1tAi'f roni he sm- whaLawr the mcrele of operation. The 11nrmA'1 data b~sij iiyaln.t wtlch thie swrvelllanca data Is compar-ed will rhange deparlding on 02 mode of operation.  
*Jet pumnp suv&1lc-~ o h intivile opfln case may -no be needed since the plant wntiid already be proceeding to shut down. If the Intertle were opened mt power, It wuvld be n~cessary to acquire a surval u1rnr.P ata base the ftrsL time thaRt node of cpcrazion was Implemented. (W.f 9: Attaciunt 
Apg 6).  

r Y4
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3. QUESTION NO. 1: 
Ouuring initial piAni Aarttip te$,,Jng, it was found t)IaL 
excessive , 1t pmp vibratlon occurrfsd at tha noint. oere Jet 
PUMP flow re';cria1 accur~d, For example, when a inl rec*,rc pur trip occurs% the fioo in +he Ildle loop Jat pirfp, 
will viri up flowing in the reveric dlrcction, At the "iero" 
rlow puint which it passos through to get to thc rcycr3e 
fl~ow condition, vibration was found to bo a niaximun. S1 nce 
the inttrtie is dost(rted to~ bg opentd durinq operation with AM Il'h np, it will prtivIde SD~ome driviriq flow which will decreame thr. barkiflow in the idle luop jet Pups How close will this bring us to the rm flow conditions o~f maximum 
vibratiWn Whaot 1". thO 34ignficance in term of potential Incroased f-)tigwe an the 4et. pumps, and ojte ppn.  
Co0nrts, Ctc.? What aisures that this will nrt 
sign~ficartly increase the potential for cninnnti f~ilureW 

RESPO SE 

Pu'rinJ 1tvl, plant startup tasting, the zaro flow point n(c.urA~d with * 94%/2l51 dr'ivio fl~w ratio. Since the 
intertI1 prohtics a drive flow ratlo in one pUm~p 
operation (Ref. 2 hlo, pg. 39), the Idle loop jet puirps should be Ini revorso flow, The hydrauilc model in ReftirwmlB 2 accounted for 013s reverse flhw ltut,ion at tfe idle lzoi; 
Jet puMp no~le exlr Witen the hydraulic evalulations were 

Thfi jsob pu7p riser bracc IS The CILMorroent that is the 
primary corcivm during unbiq1anced flow oocrat ion. The startup vibrdfiu, progrtm sneasured both the tangential 
M~otion of the risar pipid dd the radial not' Ion of tfle let pinnp. Thre vtrdjir test report for Xonticello (Ref-. 5) 

lye~s the fnlinWinq pewak v1b,'atiun for corstant flow hot (5300F) An irnld 1(IPOOl' tests. The raiulLs tire presen~ted 
In porcent of the st.ad7 OtAt.? critoria that wer ddveilud 
assumfineg 40 years of continuous opprationb 

Percent of 
Steady Stato. Criteria 

Riser Pipe 
CulJd 3ne~dUbln~50/83 
Hot Baanefi/Unbalanced 25/91 

let P~r 
Cd 2madlnle 0/17 Hot aac/Uban.d/2 

The hlghett Vibration occurred during A 0", rt= triD trnnslent for les., than 1.5 leconds where 100% 'of crifperia 
wai rdchtd durfng hot testirg (higher values of 112% and 
1S0% wtre reached for Cold one punip trip tests where jet 
pumnp c~vitatlon oc~urrtd since the jet pump net positive
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suction head evailabl# was not sufficient to support one 
pump operation at 65% speed). These test results indicate 
that unbalanced operation would not te axpected to culse 
riser bracc faIlure although It is nut a desirable area to 
operate If avoidable.  

Based on the above backgrvouundi, thp conservatisms for 
intertie lIne operat1Mn are 

(1) The low flow jet. purps are expected to be In reverse 
flow, not the high vibration zero flow condition 

(2) Tho morational duration for one pump intertie open 
will be one or two orders of magnitudu less than 40 
yaars in 40 years. SUCh a duration would be aceptable 
at the highest vibration levils ohserved during startup 
tosting.  

(3) The highest vibration ocurrPd at flow ratioz of 94-91% 
vs. 25-27%. The maximum experted flow for intertie 
line operation is 36% whil the flow rate in the 
inactive loop in 550 C-PM wich corresponds to about 2% 
flow, This produces at least 67% less Yelacity and 90% 
less energy (proportional to velocity squared) into) the 
systnm. Consequently, tho applied forces will be 
significantly les than those encountered durfing 
startup testing which Implias that the vibration 
amplitudes 'wil also be significantly reduced, 

For these reasons, operation of the int.rtin is not expected 
to increase the potentiail for component. failures.  

IRN, Ross 
Principal Enginsr 
Plant Systems and

14:5 5


